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A sightseeing tour around the city + the coast of the Pacific Ocean,
4 hrs
Period of the tour: all the year round
Kind of the tour: by car and on foot
Duration: 4 hours
The number of people in a group: 4 and more
Age restrictions: no
Meeting of a group: Bus station (10km.)
Startup time of the excursion: 11:00 a.m.
A modern Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky – is the city of fishermen and sailors, teachers and doctors, scientists and servicemen;
it’s the city of students; it has a leading position in business and cultural life of Kamchatka.
You will learn the history of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, the oldest town in the Far East. From the observation deck located
on the hill Petrovskaya there is a wonderful view of the Avacha bay – the best harbor in the world – surrounded by active and
extinct volcanoes. In the historical part of the town you will see the monuments to great seafarers: V. Bering, Jean François de
Galaup, comte de Lapérouse, Ch. Clark. On the hill of Love you will get acquainted with memorial complex dedicated to heroic
defense of the town in 1854 from Anglo-French squadrons.
This excursion sheds light on fishery and food industry, science and health care, construction of new districts, and prospects
for the nearest future of Kamchatka.
When you see the Pacific Ocean at the first time ever – you understand that it is much greater than you have imagined. You
will get acquainted with unusual world of natural phenomena of the Kamchatka eastern coast, you will hear oceanic surf and will fall
in love with this sound; you will see a popular highest wave, and collect little souvenirs thrown out by a tidal wave.
The route ends on the Halaktyrsky beach. The sand of the beach is reach in magnetite, in titanomagnetite and in dark-colored
minerals: that is why the sand is black. There are some minerals from the Avachinsky group of volcanoes in its structure. Black
sands are typical for many beaches in volcanic areas in the Pacific Ocean. Famous black sands of Waikiki beach in Hawaii are of
the same type as Kamchatka sands. The layer of sand deposits on the Halaktyrsky beach is 20-30 meters, the width of tidal area
and longshore bar is up to 100 meters.
For the newcomers to our town: gift shops and fish market
The price includes:
- transportation
- excursion
- assurance

We wish you a delightful vacation and unforgettable experience!

